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Abstract

Mediation alternative dispute resolution method, which is considered as one of the ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) methods primarily in foreign countries and in Turkey along with the adoption of the LMCD (Law on Mediation in Civil Disputes), has begun to be implemented, and it still rapidly continues to improve. In this method, parties want to settle their disputes with the resolutions they created on a voluntary basis with the participation of a registered mediator. The most important principle of commercial mediation is the principle of confidentiality because the parties do not want their trade secrets to becoming public, and lose out their advantages at the end of this process due to the explicitly confessed interests. Accordingly, it is required to comprehend the concept of trade secret and specialize in the commercial mediation field.
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1. Introduction

Social and commercial relations developed with globalization have become multi-dimensional and complex. As a result of this developed relations, the number of disputes has increased and still continues to inc-
Resolving the disputes only with the adjudication take a long time lasting for years. Besides, the costs have been increasing, personal secrets have been becoming known, and commercial and technological secrets have been public. At the end of the procedure, the parties need to accept the decision reached.

Mediation dispute resolution method, which is considered as one of the ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) methods primarily in foreign countries and then in Turkey along with the adoption of the LMCD (Law on Mediation in Civil Disputes), has begun to be implemented, and it still rapidly continues to improve. In this method, parties determine a voluntary resolution method, in which they may offer their creative solutions, with the participation of a registered mediator.

Voluntariness, mediator’s impartiality and independence, and the fact that the parties have the command of the process, and confidentiality may be enumerated as the basic principles of mediation. However, the most important one of such principles is the principle of confidentiality, because the parties do not want to be in a disadvantaged position at the end of this process as their personal and commercial secrets become public and their interests are revealed. Therefore, the fields of family and commercial dispute may be considered as the fields, where the principle of confidentiality has the utmost importance. In this study, after giving general information about mediation, the principle of confidentiality in mediation dispute resolution method will be explained, and the role of the principle of confidentiality in commercial mediation will be discussed.

2. Mediation Concept in General

In our world, which has globalized with the rapidly growing technology and communication, our economic and social lives have changed, and some changes and developments have been experienced in trial as the inevitable result of this change. The non-judicial (amicable) dispute resolution methods were developed in order to relieve the heavy burden on jurisdiction and enable individuals to access justice fast and more efficiently. According to the CAPETELLI and GARTH, access to justice and methods have started to occur in three dimensions in terms of time. First of all, the institution of legal aid was regulated in the 1960s in order for poor persons’ right to access justice not to be restricted, and for economic obstacles to be removed. Secondly, the class actions were recognized with the purpose of removing the organizational obstacles in the 1970s. Regarding the class actions, some legislation has been adopted with the Trade Union Act, the Consumer Protection Law, and the Environment Law. Finally, the non-judicial dispute resolution methods have been developed and implemented.

Dispute resolution methods may be categorized into two groups, as judicial and non-judicial. The judicial dispute resolution methods are adjudication and arbitration. The non-judicial dispute resolution methods are direct meeting (negotiation) and mediation methods. This distinction can be obviously seen in the authentic table below.

Mediation is a non-judicial dispute resolution method. It may also be named as amicable dispute resolution method. The parties of the dispute may resort to the mediation when they have a private law dispute, which they may utilize freely. With the definition of the ADR, meaning Alternative Dispute Resolution method, in foreign countries, and the entrance of the LMCD into force in our country, the mediation dispute resolution method gradually becomes prevalent.

Different definitions are made due to the continuous development of the process related to the mediation and the differences among the cultures and local practices of those countries, on which it was applied. When the characteristics and the purpose of mediation are taken into consideration, it may be defined as follows. Mediation is a kind of special dispute resolution method that an impartial person assists the parties for reaching an agreement through negotiation, and that is voluntary and nonbinding, and that becomes binding on the parties with a document of understanding signed at the end of the process.

Mediation is defined in the article 2 of the LMCD as “a dispute resolution method carried out voluntarily, by employing systematic techniques, with the participation of an impartial and independent third person who brings the parties together to discuss and negotiate, and who establishes a communication process between the parties in order to ensure that they understand each other and find their own solutions by this means, and
in case it becomes evident that the parties cannot produce a solution, who is able to offer solutions, and who are specially trained”. With the sentence “who is able to offer solutions in case it becomes evident that the parties cannot produce a solution”, which was added by Article 17 of the Law no 7036, mediators are enabled to offer solutions for making mediation more effective, and for strengthening the possibility to conclude the process with an agreement.

Mediation is a more advantageous dispute resolution method compared to the arbitration due to the facts that settling a dispute takes shorter time, and that it is based on the principle of voluntariness, and that it is more economical for the parties. However, even though mediation method is a voluntary dispute resolution method, in some cases it confronts us as a mandatory dispute resolution method in the form of the cause of action. The most concrete sample of this in our country manifests itself in the Labor Courts Law no 7036.

It is accepted that the mediation method will provide many benefits in many respects by making it widespread and operational. Because disputes are resolved in a shorter period with less cost and labor. Since the workload of courts will decrease thereupon, the access to justice in litigation files will be provided in a shorter period and more effectively. Moreover, the parties have the command of the process as the parties may express their interests more freely in accordance with the principle of confidentiality. Starting from this point, the information and documents that are used in the mediation process cannot be alleged later on in case of non-agreement. On the other hand, communication is enhanced within the society with mediation method, and it provides a contribution to the social peace since the disputes are resolved without resorting to jurisdiction.

3. Basic Principles of Mediation

We can enumerate the basic principles that have to be taken into consideration from the beginning of the mediation process to the end as follows; voluntariness (willingness), mediator’s impartiality and independence, the fact that the parties having the command of the process, and the principle of confidentiality.

The principle of voluntariness contains the characteristics of resorting to the mediation method and participating in the process, and of the fact that the parties are able to freely express their own interests and accept or decline the offers, and of concluding the process. Thus, the parties make their own decisions in the mediation process totally free in resorting to this process, in maintaining the process, and in positively or negatively finalizing the process. The principle of voluntariness is expressed as, “The parties shall be free to resort to a mediator, to continue or finalize the process, or to renounce such a process.” in Article 3/1 of the LMCD.

The mediator’s impartiality and independence mean the performance of the mediation process by an independent and impartial third person. According to this principle, the mediator shall equally treat the parties, and shall not have an interest in the agreement to be made at the end of this process. As a natural consequence of this principle, disqualification of the mediator by the parties, and the mediator’s obligation to immediately inform the parties in the occurrence of such a situation that is contrary to this principle will make a provision of law. This principle is emphasized many times in our country in Article 9 of the LMCD no 6325 and in Articles 8 and 12 of the LMCD Regulation. As a result of impartiality, it is explicitly indicated in Article 9 of the LMCD that the mediator shall not assume a duty at the end of the process as an attorney-at-law of one of the parties. In addition, this principle is emphasized in detail in the Code of Conduct approved by the Ministry of Justice Mediation Board.

The principle that the parties have the command of the process means that the parties have the complete authority to decide and determine the rules regarding the management and continuance of the process.

Since the principle of confidentiality creates the foundation of our study, it will be examined in detail under an individual title.

4. Principle of Confidentiality in Mediation

Principle of confidentiality is one of the most basic principles in mediation, which is one of the non-judicial dispute resolution methods. As a matter of fact, mediation is a specifically preferred method in accordance with the principle of confidentiality since the parties aim at keeping some
issues as secret. For that reason, the principle of confidentiality is regulated in the legislation of those countries, where the mediation dispute resolution method is implemented. The principle of confidentiality is stated as follows in Article 7 of the European Union Directive.

“Given that mediation is intended to take place in a manner which respects confidentiality, the Member States shall ensure that, unless the parties agree otherwise, neither mediators nor those involved in the administration of the mediation process shall be compelled to give evidence in civil and commercial judicial proceedings or arbitration regarding information arising out of or in connection with a mediation process, except:

(a) where this is necessary for overriding considerations of public policy of the Member State concerned, in particular when required to ensure the protection of the best interests of children or to prevent harm to the physical or psychological integrity of a person; or
(b) where disclosure of the content of the agreement resulting from mediation is necessary in order to implement or enforce that agreement.”

As a word, confidentiality means a situation that almost nobody knows and carries no risk causing harm to the personal rights, trade and social life of its owner if it is known. Thinking that the information, which the disputant parties declared within the process, and the documents they submitted, bears legal consequences against themselves in the future will cause the process to be negatively concluded. Therefore, getting in contact with the parties and getting free from reservations will be possible by building the principle of confidentiality on a solid ground.

4.1. Confidentiality in Mediation in the Turkish Legislation

The legislative regulations in our country concerning the principle of confidentiality are included in Articles 4 and 5 of the LMCD no 6325, and in Articles 6 and 7 of the LMCD Regulation, and in Articles 3 and 10 of the Turkey Mediation Board Mediation System and Code of Conducts and Code of Practice for Mediators. The Constitutional Court decided to dismiss the request for repeal in the case, which was filed for the repeal of confidentiality article and some other articles of the LMCD by emphasizing the principle of confidentiality.

According to Article 4 of the LMCD; “Unless agreed otherwise by the parties, the mediator shall be liable to keep confidential the information and documents which are submitted to him/her within the framework of the mediation activity or which he/she obtains otherwise, and other records.

Unless agreed otherwise, the parties shall also be obliged to abide by the principle of confidentiality on this matter.”

Accordingly, the mediator is responsible for keeping the information and records as confidential, which are provided to him/her during the mediation process or he/she acquired in another way. In the second paragraph of the law, those under the confidentiality obligation are separately mentioned by saying “the parties and the other persons participating in the meetings”. The expression of “also the parties” in the old version of the article text is amended as “the parties and the other persons participating in the meetings”, and the persons under the confidentiality obligation are extended. The principle of confidentiality is consolidated with this amendment.

In Article 6 of the LMCD Regulation, after the text of the Law is repeated, a number of different rules are added related to the principle of confidentiality. Accordingly, taking photos and making sound and imagery recording during the practice of mediation shall not be made. It may be decided that the entry of a mediator breaching the principle of confidentiality may be erased from the registry, as his/her civil and criminal liability is reserved. It is also mentioned in the Regulation that the principle of confidentiality shall also include those persons working with the mediator and those ones serving as an apprenticeship. It is regulated unless otherwise agreed, that the parties and their attorneys also have to comply with the principle of confidentiality and that likewise, the officers of the Ministry and the Board are also subject to the principle of confidentiality.

The exception to the confidentiality is further mentioned by saying “unless otherwise agreed”. Accordingly, the parties may introduce exemptions as to that some or all of the information and documents in the process may be disclosed. It should be also accepted that the breach of the principle of confidentiality will not occur at the time when the mediation
agreement is enforced, and in cases where claims of defective wills, such as fault, deception, and intimidation are asserted. Even so, mediators indirectly assisting the adjudicatory activities should report a crime, which is being committed or has been committed but the consequences of which are still limited, to the competent authorities.

4.2. Confidentiality in Mediation from the Aspect of Procedural Law

When a legal action is filed or an arbitration proceeding is started, mediator or third persons including those participating in mediation shall not testify, and the mediation invitation or the request of a party to participate in the mediation activities, opinions and proposals submitted by the parties, suggestions made by the parties or acceptance of an event or claim, and the documents prepared only for the mediation activity shall not be asserted as evidence pursuant to Article 5/1 of the LMCD. For instance: in the case of E.J. Wilson v. Sheriff Roland Attaway, the plaintiff party was arrested as a result of the occurred discussion. The mediator indicated the event that occurred in front of him/her in his/her report, and this report was accepted as the main evidence for punishing the plaintiff party. The plaintiff party filed a lawsuit because of this arrest, as his constitutional rights were violated. The court decided that using the mediation report against one of the parties is going to sabotage the mediation process, after the mediation institution had been applied with the principle of confidentiality.

Pursuant to Article 5/2, it is mentioned that disclosure of the information specified in the first paragraph shall not be asked by the court, arbitrator or any legal or administrative authority (including courts and arbitration), and even though these statements and documents are submitted as evidence despite the prohibition, they shall not be predicated on. However, an exception is introduced to this, and it is mentioned that the said information might be disclosed as much as it is required, in the case that it is ordered by a provision of law, or in the case that it is required for the implementation and enforcement of the agreement that was made at the end of the mediation process. Pursuant to Article 5/3 of the LMCD, in case the mediation is negatively concluded, evidences do not become non-acceptable evidences because they are only submitted in mediation, even though they may be asserted in litigation and arbitration by the parties.

In Article 5 of the LMCD, it is regulated in detail that the mediator shall not testify concerning the mediation process. Despite that, if the parties agree that the mediator may testify, the mediator may testify. It is also regulated in the law that the third persons participating in the mediation process shall not testify. In this regard, it is controversial in the doctrine whether the legal representative in the position of a third person or legal representative of a legal person may act as a witness. According to the widely accepted opinion, these persons shall not testify as well, but they may be listened through arraignment.

4.3. Consequences of Confidentiality Breach in Mediation

There are several consequences arising from the violation of the above-mentioned principle of confidentiality in mediation. In case the principle of confidentiality is breached by the mediator, parties, persons participating in the meeting, employees and interns working with the mediator, the officers of the Ministry and the Board, meaning all the persons enumerated by the laws and regulations, the compensation obligation shall arise pursuant to the rules of tort liability, non-compliance with the contractual liability and monetary liability. Moreover, it may be decided to erase the mediator from the registry pursuant to Article 21 of the LMCD and Article 6 of the LMCD Regulation. Additionally, the person causing harm to another person’s legally protected interests through violating the principle of confidentiality shall be punished with imprisonment up to six months, but investigation and prosecution of this crime shall be subject to the complaint pursuant to Article 33 of the LMCD.

4.4. Confidentiality in Mediation in Terms of Advocacy and Notary

The requirement of being a graduate of a faculty of law with at least five years of seniority in the profession is looked for. Therefore, the principle of confidentiality has a particular importance for Attorneys and Notaries. According to Article 36 of the Attorneys’ Act, attorneys are prohibited from disclosing the matters they learned either by reason of advocacy duty entrusted to them or by reason of their duties in the Union of Turkish Bar
Association and in the departments of bar associations. Moreover, consent of the client is required for the attorney to testify in that regard.

With regard to notaries, notary and the notary clerks cannot disclose the secrets they learned by reason of their duties except the situations ordered by the laws pursuant to Article 54 of the Notary Law. We should also mention that no service and duty shall be combined with notary pursuant to Article 50 of the Notary Law. With the letter of the Ministry of Justice, Directorate General for Legal Affairs dated 22.07.2013, there is no legal barrier for the notaries to participate in the mediation training, and also participating in the written and practical examination with the certificate given at the end of training, but due to the above-mentioned article, notaries shall not be registered in the mediation registry, and shall not perform this duty pursuant to the mentioned legislation, even though they receive the mediation certificate in a specified manner.

5. Role of the Confidentiality in Commercial Mediation

No matter how meticulously parties act in making the commercial agreements and in carrying out the commercial relations, the arising of disputes are may not be prevented. When it is considered that the litigation process that is applied for the settlement of commercial disputes takes long years and all the trade secrets become public, it may be said that the non-judicial dispute resolution methods become preferable. Even though it is controversial, the legal remedy of appeal is predicted to extend the litigation process further. In that case, mediation method, in which the parties may comfortably reveal their interests and requests, becomes preferable since it is subject to fewer rules and is less costly, and the dispute reaches a solution in a shorter time compared to the litigation and arbitration. However, mediators specialized in commercial disputes are needed since this is an extremely broad and complex field.

As a rule, litigation is public and cannot be made confidential. This is called as the principle of publicity. Inspecting the litigation and providing the objectivity and trust in justice are aimed with this principle. This principle is expressed with the provisions of “Hearings are open to everybody in courts.” and “Hearing and notification of the decisions are public.” in Article 141 of the Constitution. Moreover, Article 6/2 of the European Courts of Human Rights “Judgment is rendered publicly.” and Article 11 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights “Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until 33 proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defense.” emphasize that the principle of publicity is the inalienable factor of the fair hearing. According to the Constitution and Code of Civil Procedure, when it is certainly required for the reasons of public morality or public safety, the principle of publicity in hearing is not implemented.

Accordingly, it is very clear that the principle of publicity, which is the rule for litigation, has some inconveniences in terms of protecting trade secrets. On the other hand, the whole process is carried out in confidentiality in the mediation dispute resolution method, and the violation of this principle of confidentiality is also protected with various penal provisions. Moreover, the parties may request a special meeting from the mediator for the secrets that they do not want the other party to learn, and the mediator cannot make explanations to the other party regarding the special meeting unless an express consent is given. In this respect, making the mediation meetings and negotiations as confidential enables the mediation dispute resolution method to be more advantageous compared to the litigation.

5.1. Commercial Mediation

First of all, it is required to put in a nutshell what commercial disputes may be in order to discuss the commercial mediation. To begin with, the disputes mentioned in the Commercial Code are within the scope of commercial disputes. In that context, 6 books will enable us to determine the criteria of commercial disputes, comprising “Commercial Enterprise”, “Trading Companies”, “Commercial Papers”, “Transportation Dealings”, “Maritime Commerce”, and “Insurance Law”. Moreover, the following is mentioned in Article 4 of the TCC, which regulates the distinction of commercial litigation; “(1) Civil actions resulting from the business organizations of both parties, non-contentious transactions and regardless of the status of relevant parties as being trader or not, all legal cases related to and arising from the issues partaking in;
a) This Law,
b) Articles 962 through 969 of Turkish Civil Code on pawnbrokers, who are lending upon pawn,
c) Of the Turkish Code of Obligations dated 11/1/2001 and no 6098; Articles 202 and 203 concerning the take-over of the assets and business and the merger and transformation of businesses, Articles 444 and 447 regarding the prohibition of competition, Articles from 487 to 501 regarding the publishing contracts, Articles from 515 to 519 regulating the letter of credit and order of credit, Articles from 547 to 554 concerning the commission contract, Articles from 571 to 574 setting up the rules for commercial representatives, commercial agents and other trader assistants, Articles from 555 to 560 regarding the money order, and Articles from 561 to 580 regarding the safekeeping contracts,
d) Legislation concerning intellectual property,
e) In special provisions related to the exchange market, exhibition, fair, markets, warehouse and other places that are peculiar to trade,
f) In regulations regarding the banks, other credit agencies, financial institutions and money lending transactions are considered as commercial case and commercial non-contentious jurisdictional transactions. The issues mentioned in this article will be considered in the determination of the commercial disputes. In fact, it is required to mention the disputes arising from this law in the determination of the commercial disputes, as it is in Article 99 of the Cooperatives Law.

With the determination of commercial disputes, it is required to determine which commercial disputes are eligible for mediation. In accordance with the article 1/2 of the LMCD, private law disputes, arising solely from the acts or proceedings, which the parties may freely utilize, including those possessing the element of foreignness, are included in the scope of the mediation.

5.2. Trade Secret

Regulations are made, and sanctions are established in various laws for trade secrets, banking secrets, and customer secrets. In this regard, breaches of trade secrets, banking secrets or customer secrets are considered a crime in Article 239 of the Turkish Criminal Code in order to secure the confidentiality of both real persons and legal persons in commercial life. Likewise, the disclosure of banking secrets and customer secrets by bank employees or third persons are prohibited in Article 159/1 of the Banking Law no 5411, and similar rules are established in Article 35 of the Law on the Central Bank of Republic of Turkey no 1211.

The definitions of trade secret, customer secret, and banking secret were made in the “Draft Law on Trade Secret, Banking Secret and Customer Secret”, which was prepared by the Ministry of Justice and presented to the TGNA on 01.02.2008. Despite the fact that this draft law was not enacted yet, such detailed definitions may be used in practice. Trade secret, banking secret and customer secret are defined as follows in that draft:

a) Trade secret: When the text of Article is looked at, certain characteristics have to exist for determining the scope of the trade secret. These characteristics may be listed as follows:
   • Being known and acquired only by a certain number of people and other officers, and being related to the field of activity of a commercial enterprise or company,
   • The existence of the possibility for sustaining a harm in case it is learned by the competitors of the tradesman, and being among the information and documents that are required not to be disclosed to third persons and the public,
   • Having particular importance for the success and productivity of the enterprise and company in the economic life.

After the characteristics of the trade secret are enumerated in the text of Article, some trade secrets are counted as not limited. Trade secrets enumerated in the text of Article are as follows:

“.... information and documents related to the internal structure and organization, financial, economic, credit and cash situation, research
and development activities, operation strategy, raw material sources, technical specifications of the manufacturing, pricing policies, marketing tactics and costs, market shares, wholesale and retail customer potential and network, agreement connections that are subject to or not subject to permission or similar information and documents,”

b) Banking secret: Information related to the financial, economic, credit and cash situation that are known by the members and other officers of the board of directors and supervisors, and all kinds of information and documents related to the customer potential, crediting, accepting deposit money, management principles, other banking services and activities, and risk positions of the bank,

c) Customer secret: All kinds of information and documents that commercial enterprises and companies, banks, insurance companies, intermediary firms operating in the capital and financial markets learned in customer relations regarding their own field of activity, and they learned directly or indirectly regarding the personal, economic, financial, cash and credit situation of the customer.”

5.3. Principle of Confidentiality in Commercial Mediation

As it is mentioned in the reasoning of Article 4 of the LMCD as “Confidentiality may sometimes be the most important factor for the parties resorting to the non-judicial dispute resolution methods. If the third persons know that the two parties having important commercial relations are in dispute for exorbitant sums, this might affect their reputation in the market and their business relations, or both parties may not want some confidential matters to become public.”, the principle of confidentiality is sometimes seen as the purpose of preferring mediation.

Even though the mediation has many advantages in the settlement of commercial disputes such as time and cost, the principle of confidentiality has a distinct place as it is in the family mediation. Likewise, we have made detailed explanations above as the legal regulations including penal sanctions were made for providing assurance in this regard.

At the litigation stage, the parties submit their information and documents related to the litigation subject to the file, witnesses are heard in that regard, and some of the documents are occasionally ordered by the court to be submitted. All of these are publicly discussed in the hearings pursuant to Article 141 of the Constitution. Trade secrets are also made public in arbitration. Consequently, the parties may not decide the result of the dispute and what will be written in the decision. Therefore, confidentiality in commercial mediation constitutes the basis for preferring this method.

Aside from the mediation legislation, Istanbul Chamber of Commerce has determined its own mediation rules. The establishment of these special rules is the most concrete indicator of the importance attached to the mediation in commercial disputes. According to these rules, the principle of confidentiality is defined in Article 9 as: “Unless otherwise agreed, the parties and their attorneys, Council, Secretariat, mediator and expert are under the obligation of keeping the information, documents and other records as confidential, which are provided to them within the scope of the mediation activity or which they acquired in another way.

The compliance obligation to the confidentiality rule involves the persons working with the Council, Secretariat, mediator and expert, and the persons under their supervision and observance.”

6. Conclusion

With the definition of LMCD, mediation dispute resolution method is a dispute resolution method carried out voluntarily, by employing systematic techniques, with the participation of an impartial and independent third person who brings the parties together to discuss and negotiate, and who establishes a communication process between the parties in order to ensure that they understand each other and offer their creative solutions by this means, and in case it becomes evident that the parties cannot produce a solution, who is able to offer solutions, and who is specially trained. Having settled in a legal ground with the LMCD that is adopted in our country in 2012, mediation rapidly continues to develop. Some amendments made in the mediation cause of action, which was introduced with
the Labor Courts Law no 7036, and some amendments made in the Mediation Law, are the most concrete examples of the development of the mediation in our country.

One of the fields needing the implementation of mediation dispute resolution method at most is the trading field. In today’s world, where the disputes have increased, parties of the commercial disputes, who do not want to wait for the long-lasting litigation process, have started to prefer mediation among the non-judicial dispute resolution methods. For it is possible to reach a solution with less cost by means of this method.

However, the principle that the parties are careful about in the settlement of disputes is the principle of confidentiality. Because it is aimed at precluding the publication of the matter in dispute with the information and documents used in this process that started based on trust. Thereby, both the trade secrets of the parties are not disclosed and their commercial reputations are not hurt. For this reason, the principle of confidentiality is regulated in detail in Article 4 of the LMCD, the LMCD Regulation, and the Mediation Ethical Rules. Moreover, the scope of the principle of confidentiality is widened through some amendments and additions to the confidentiality Article of the law no 7036. The principle of confidentiality does not only include the mediation process, but it is also clearly regulated with the law that the information and documents, which are acquired during the process, shall not be used at the end of the process. The principle of confidentiality is so important in the commercial life that there are various penal sanctions regarding trade secrets, banking secrets and consumer secrets in the Turkish Commercial Code, Banking Law and CBRT Law before the LMCD.

Although the principle of confidentiality, which has recently been settled on a legal ground, was tried to be ensured with penal sanctions, we believe that making the prosecution and investigation subject to complaint and arranging a short-term prison sentence pursuant to Article 33 of the LMCD are not deterrent. Moreover, laying down the condition of “causing a harm to legally protected interest”, when the principle of confidentiality is breached, has weakened the sanction, and I would like to mention that proving this condition is considerably difficult.

On the other hand, the principle of confidentiality, which is aimed at preventing the publication of trade secrets and falling in to disrepute, has to be sufficiently assured in order to make the commercial mediation applicable at a desired level. For this, a number of special regulations have to be made out of LMCD in those matters requiring expertise like commercial mediation. The “Mediation Rules”, which were introduced by the Istanbul Chamber of Commerce Arbitration Center, may be considered the beginning of such regulations.
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Abstract

Ukraine is geographically located as a buffer zone between Russia and Europe. The peoples of Ukraine have shared common historical cultures and backgrounds with the Russians. Ukraine is a trans corridor for the European Union (EU) in terms of energy transmission lines and has a coast to the Black Sea. Due to these factors, its strategic significance has increased for Russian Federation (RF). These common values that Ukraine has shared with Russia and its own strategic position have consistently been in the centre of Russian Federation’s near abroad doctrine. There have been two factors which have triggered the crisis in the region: the conflicting forms of perception of regional actors such as the EU and Russia Federation and the fact that the Ukrainian peoples have been continuously forced to choose one side. The main objective of this study is to assess the 2014 Crisis case within the framework of Russian Federation–Ukraine–Europe relations in line with the qualitative definition of the Regional Security Theory. First, the conceptual framework of the theory on which study is based will be drawn. Following this part, Ukraine will be assessed with considering historical, social and strategic vectors that it possesses and how these vectors affect its foreign policy making process and the effect of
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